KIDNEY STONE CLASSIFICATION USING MULTIMODAL MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPY
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Kidney stones (KS) affect up to 15% of the global population at least once in their lifetimes with a high chance of re-occurrence [1]. Optimizing treatment and recommending subsequent lifestyle changes requires knowledge of the KS physiochemical composition. However, current characterization methods often require extensive sample preparation, expert interpretation or are overly detailed in the context of a clinical setting. Here we present a multiphoton multimodal based classification scheme with small sample amounts, facile preparation, label-free, and easy interpretation. Combining the probabilities of generating two-photon excited fluorescence (2PEF) to indicate protein content, second harmonic generation (SHG) to infer crystalline structure and polarization resolved third harmonic generation (pTHG) to determine birefringence [2,3], we show how common types of kidney stones are distinguishable. Intensity measurements with PMTs and broad wavelength filters of the 2PEF response gave mixed responses across samples suggesting the 2PEF profile should be spectrally characterized. SHG is an effective discriminator for all samples, while pTHG distinguished two common types of calcium oxalate KS. Additionally, we present a pTHG study with a model applicable to imaging the sub-micron structure of KS fragments.

Fig. 1: a Signals measured b preparation of KS for imaging c parametric plot showing how different types of KS occupy different positions on the 3D plot d pTHG response of different KS types.